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        What is Optimization score?
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Proprietary + Confidential3.8%
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1 A group of unique individuals

2 Each with their own strengths
and weaknesses

3 The growth opportunity for each
member is different 

4 For the team to perform at 100%
each individuals’ performance
needs to be optimal

What’s a sports team?
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● Use knowledge of each individual’s 
performance coupled with knowledge of 
their mental and physical health capacities.
 

● Provide coaching that is personalised so 
that the entire team can function at their full 
100% potential. 

Why a coach is needed?



real 
time 

Optimization Score is Smart  
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        100% means your account is optimized to perform 
at its full potential.
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An estimate of how well your Google Ads accounts are set to 
perform



Help that makes your account smarter 

Smart Creatives Smart Bidding Smart Targeting
Save time writing relevant 

ads
Optimize your

bids by analyzing myriad 
of signals in real-time

Expand to newer 
audiences 

Images

Logos

DescriptionsHeadlines

Built for simplicity, transparency and scale allowing you to work faster, smarter and win more.
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   Why should I start using Optimization score?



Actionable & Scalable 

Instant

Access to your account’s health

Recommendations tailored to your 
campaigns’ performance

Recommendations that save time

Personalized

Because it’s Instant, Personalized, Actionable & Scalable



Instant

Access to your account’s health

Optimization score provides you with an 
objective estimate of the optimization status 
of your account/campaigns, any time you 
open your account. 

Optimization score is real-time responsive: it 
directly reflects any updates to your 
account.



Personalized

Recommendations tailored to 
your campaigns’ performance

Rather than looking at generic best 
practice, the recommendations are based 
on your actual campaigns’ performance.

Optimization score gives you full 
transparency of the impact of every 
applied recommendation on the overall 
score. 

Optimization score then helps you 
prioritize application of the 
recommendations based on their potential 
impact on the campaigns’ performance.



Actionable & Scalable 

Recommendations that save time

You can seamlessly apply specific 
recommendations to improve your campaign’s 
optimization health in as little as one click.

Scaled to account level, you can now apply 
recommendations across all your campaigns 
directly from the account view.
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        How to use Optimization score?

74.4%



       Potential score uplift for a 
section.

      Potential score uplift for 
individual recommendation 
types.

You can see its impact by



Let's take a closer look at recommendations 



Apply all recommendations from the account view..



DE_Brand_Google
DE_Brand_Google

UK_Brand_Google
UK_Brand_Google

FR_Brand_Google
FR_Brand_Google

IT_Brand_Google
IT_Brand_Google

ES_Generic_Google
ES_Generic_Google

CZ_Brand_Google
CZ_Brand_Google

DE_Generic_Google
DE_Generic_Google

FR_Generic_Google
FR_Generic_Google

..or implement them through viewing  all recommendations on 
a campaign level and apply them only to selected campaigns.
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Ke  Key Tips and Tricks



Work smarter, Free up more bandwidth to think strategically 

8 %
of digital marketers’ time is spent 
on manual tasks like bidding, only 

20% is spent on strategy

Reporting UX

Customer service

Reach 
upper funnel 

audiences

Testing
new ad 
formats

Product 
expansion

Exploring new 
advertising 
channels

Attribution

Bidding

Reporting



Save time with writing your RSA

Upload RSA at a click of a button



See the uplift with DSA

Shows DSA incremental traffic uplift

Optiscore
Example 
Optimise 
Win more
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Identify top signals for your campaigns



And grab a coffee..

..as conflicting 
keywords are a 
thing of the 
past!
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       Takeaways & Resources
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10am 1pm

6pm
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1. Optiscore is Instant, Personalized, 

Actionable & Scalable  

2. Saves time and improve efficiency 
with OptiScore 

3. Helps to improve the performance of 
your account’s health

3 Key Takeaways



Post now live on Google Ads support pages and best practice article

Deck and recording will be accessible

Resources

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/9233671?hl=en
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/9232380


       Thank You
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